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ABSTRACT
Deep learning based approaches achieved signi�cant advances in
various Natural Language Processing (NLP) tasks. However, such
approaches have not yet been evaluated in the legal domain com-
pared to other domains such as news articles and colloquial texts.
Since creating annotated data in the legal domain is expensive,
applying deep learning models to the domain has been challeng-
ing. A �ne-tuning approach can alleviate the situation; it allows a
model trained with a large out-domain data set to be retrained on a
smaller in-domain data set. A �ne-tunable language model “BERT
(Bidirectional Encoder Representation from Transformers)” [5] was
proposed and achieved state-of-the-art in various NLP tasks. In
this paper, we explored the �ne-tuning based approach in the le-
gal textual entailment task using the COLIEE task 2 data set. The
experimental results show that the �ne-tuning improves the task
performance, achieving F1 = 0.50 with COLIEE task 2 dry run data
(Our group ID: TTCL).
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1 INTRODUCTION
COLIEE (Competition on Legal Information Extraction/Entailment)
has been the most ambitious competitions in the area of statue law
documents for years, and now it has the competition on the case law
legal entailment task. The textual entailment in the legal domain is
expected to be considerably more complex and challenging than
other domains such as news texts and documents that are written
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in daily languages. The �rst case law legal textual entailment task
in COLIEE’18 achieved at 0.26 in F1 measure [7]. The report of the
best performing team in COLIEE’18 [14] concluded that the legal
textual entailment task requires both deeper understanding of the
problem and better embedding strategy of input sentences. The �rst
point requires introducing domain-speci�c knowledge into models.
The better understanding of the task domain enables to implement
the better systems that utilized domain-speci�c characteristics such
as, careful feature engineering, a citation network between cases,
injecting external knowledge and building dedicated dictionaries.
However, we leave this point for future research and devote this
paper to the latter point – exploring the better way of embedding
and encoding sentences in the legal domain.

The strategy of embedding and encoding sentences is a crucial
part in neural network-basedNLP.Word embedding like CBOW[10]
and GloVe [13] has been a standard way to construct a vector rep-
resentation of target input text for various classi�ers in various
NLP tasks. However, simple embedding is not su�cient for the
legal entailment task to handle longer context and deeper seman-
tics. We have to �nd a better way to encode entire sentences or
paragraphs and to implement a classi�er using the encoded fea-
tures. One possible solution is a deep neural network-based model
that can handle information beyond the word level, i.e., context.
A bottleneck of this approach is that the model requires a large
number of training instances. We can design a large model with
many parameters that can handle deeper and longer context but
it requires many instances to train the model properly, and it is
hard to prepare large training data. The legal textual entailment is
such a specialized task that annotator should have a certain level
of legal knowledge to create stable and reliable training data. It
makes building training data expensive. There are several solutions
to the problem. Fine-tuning is one of the promising approaches.
The �ne-tuning retrains a model which is already trained with an
out-domain data set with an in-domain data set. In COLIEE task 2,
we can train a model with some large corpora (e.g., Wikipedia or
Book corpus) in the �rst stage and later retrain it with the COLIEE
task 2 data set. We can make the large model adapt to the smaller
target data set by �ne-tuning.

There have been several language models that are designed for
a �ne-tuning approach such as OpenAI GPT [15] and BERT [5]
achieving state-of-the-art records in various kinds of NLP tasks
including textual entailment. Our research question is to explore
the e�ectiveness of �ne-tuning in the legal textual entailment task
and to identify its limitation.
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Table 1: Basic statistics on training data

sentences words

Avg. length of entailing paragraphs 3.8 104.1
Avg. length of entailed fragments 1.4 41.0

2 TASK AND DATA DESCRIPTION
We tackle COLIEE task 2, which is a legal textual entailment task in
the Canadian case law system. Given a decision document Q (Base
case) with an entailed fragment F and a relevant case document R
(Noticed case) that includes n paragraphs as candidates (PR (n)), a
machine should identify paragraphs which entails Q (speci�cally
F ) from PR . The number of entailing paragraphs is variable. We
explain the task with an example in Figure 1 (Markers “ENTAILED
FRAGMENT” and “ENTAILING PARAGRAPH” are added by au-
thor). The entailed fragment is Paragraph [28] of Base case 9, and
the entailing paragraph was Paragraph [11] of Noticed case. This
example has only one entailing paragraph.

The data source for the task is a collection of predominately
Federal Court of Canada case law. In the provided corpus, there
are the base case documents (Q), the entailed fragment (F ), the
paragraphs of noticed case documents (PR (n)), and the paragraph
IDs of the entailing paragraphs (answers) for the training data set.
There is no entry for entailing paragraph IDs in the testing data set.
Some parts of the base case documents are edited by the COLIEE
organizer to replace some phraseswith “FRAGNEBT_SUPPRESSED”
to remove the obvious clues to resolve entailment. [11]

Table 1 shows the statistics of the data set. The average length
of the entailed fragment was 104.1 in words and the average length
of the entailing paragraph was 41.0 in words. Those numbers are
calculated with the NLTK library [8]. The average number of the
entailing paragraphs is 1.1 per case. Each entailing paragraph con-
tains multiple sentences. The entailed fragments also can include
multiple sentences though there is only one sentence in the ex-
ample. As a model has to consider a broader context in this task,
the problem is more di�cult than conventional entailment tasks
between sentences.

3 IMPLEMENTATION
We implemented baseline models with Support Vector Machine [4]
and BERT-based models for COLIEE task 2. The provided base case
documents include several editorial markers denoted by brackets,
such as “[translation]”, “[Emphasis added]”, “[citations omitted]”,
“[my emphasis]”, and “[End of document]”. We removed those mark-
ers in the prepossessing stage.

3.1 Baseline models
Our baseline model is an SVM based implementation. The model
takes the vector representations of both entailed fragment and
target paragraphwith auxiliary feature vectors and outputs a binary
decision whether the pair has an entailing relationship. There are
many ways of encoding sentences and paragraphs, and we prepared
three ways of encoding with pre-trained embeddings and encoders
— Skip-gram word2vec (W2V) [10], Neural Probabilistic Language

Base case (train-9)
...
This is an application for judicial review �led under subsection 72(1) of
the Immigration and Refugee Protection Act, S.C. 2001, c. 27 (Act), against
a decision by the Immigration Program Manager, Brian Ralph Hudson
(Manager), of the Canadian Embassy in Beijing (embassy), People’s Re-
public of China, dated November 18, 2004, denying the visa application
of Yu Mei Zhang (applicant).
...
[27] In Mirzaii v. Canada (Minister of Citizenship and Immigration) ,
[2003] F.T.R. Uned. 100; 2003 FCT 213, Heneghan, J., states at paragraph
8 that a decision to issue a visa is a discretionary administrative decision
and that it is therefore completely normal to rely on information gathered
by an assistant. “In deciding whether to issue a visa, the Visa O�cer is
making an administrative decision involving the exercise of discretion.
He was entitled to rely on information gathered by an assistant see Silion
v. Canada (Minister of Citizenship and Immigration (1999), 173 F.T.R.
302. There is no evidence that Ms. Taheri did anything more than obtain
information from the Applicant. The actual decision was made by the
Visa O�cer who was justi�ed in relying on the facts obtained in the
interview and recorded by Ms. Taheri in the CAIPS notes.”
[28] in matters of administrative decisions, the rule of “he who
hears must decide” does not apply. (ENTAILED FRAGMENT)
[29] I believe that the case law is clear on the fact that the manager need
not personally conduct the interviews and the research. In conclusion, I
do not think that in this case there was a violation of the principles of
natural justice or of procedural fairness.
[30] THE COURT ORDERS THAT:
1. The application for judicial review be dismissed;
2. No question was submitted for certi�cation.
Application dismissed.

Paragraphs from noticed case (14 paragraphs)
...
[10] This case concerns a decision to refuse a visa. The decision was
clearly made by the visa o�cer, as he avers in his a�davit. This is
supported by the a�davit of the IPO and further by the applicant’s own
a�davit which acknowledges that when she was advised of the decision
to refuse her application she was told that the immigration o�cer made
the decision, not the IPO.
[11] The decision is essentially an administrative one, made in
the exercise of discretion by the visa o�cer. There is no require-
ment in the circumstances of this or any other case that he per-
sonally interview a visa applicant. There may be circumstances
where failure to do so could constitute unfairness, but I am not
persuaded that is the case here. Here the IPO did interview the
applicant and reported on the results of that interview. That re-
port was considered by the visa o�cer who made the decision.
Sta� processing and reporting on applications is a normal part of
many administrative processes and it is not surprising itwas here
that followed. This is not a circumstance of a judicial or quasi-
judicial decision by the visa o�cer which would attract the prin-
ciple that he who hears must decide, or the reverse that he who
decides must hear the applicant. (ENTAILING PARAGRAPH)
...

Figure 1: COLIEE Task2 query-answer sample
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Model (NLM) [1], Universal Sentence Encoder(USE) [2]. Those pre-
trained models are available online via Tensor�ow hub1.

W2V is a standard embedding method widely used in NLP tasks.
The model is trained on the EnglishWikipedia corpus [9]. We tested
two di�erent models that have di�erent vector sizes (250 and 500
dimensions). NLM is another token-based embedding technology
which is built on a feedforward neural network language model.
We used a model pre-trained on the English Google News corpus.
We created a sentence embedding vector by normalizing weighted
sum of the word embedding vectors. A sentence is represented by
a 128-dimensional vector.

USE is designed to encode a sequence of more than one word.
USE encodes a text into vector representations that can be used for
various tasks including the text classi�cation. We use the model
to get the paragraph vectors of both entailed fragment and target
paragraph. The pre-trained encoder models are available in two
implementations from Tensor�ow Hub. One is trained with a trans-
former encoder [16] and the other is trained with a deep averaging
network [6] encoder. Both output a 512-dimensional vector.

As auxiliary features, we used the cosine similarity of the en-
tailed fragment vector and the target paragraph vector, the relative
position of the entailed fragment and the relative position of the
target paragraph. Both relative positions are calculated as the po-
sition of the paragraph in the base case/noticed case documents
divided by the total number of paragraphs in the documents.

We used the libsvm [3] based implementation provided by the
scikit-learn machine learning library [12] for SVM.

3.2 BERT models
Our research question is whether language models trained with
large corpora in general domains can be adapted to the legal text
entailment task by the �ne-tuning technique. We employ BERT in
the present work. Several pre-trained models of BERT are available
online2 and they are trained on Wikipedia corpus and the Book-
Corpus [17]. Four pre-trained models are available with two kinds
of options: two sizes (BERT-Base and BERT-Large) and two char-
acter casing options (Uncased and Cased). The Base models have
12 transformer blocks, hidden layers size of 768, 12 self-attention
heads and 110M parameters while the Large models have 24 trans-
former blocks, hidden layers size of 1024, 16 self-attention heads,
340M parameters. The casing option means whether the text has
been lowercased (uncased) or not. We use the uncased BERT-Base
model in our �ne-tuning experiments. The model which we used is
a multi-layer Transformer encoder based architecture with approx-
imately 110M parameters, which is similar to other Transformer
based models like OpenAI GPT but employs the bidirectional self-
attention.

BERT is capable of handling di�erent language tasks such as sen-
tence pair classi�cation tasks, single sentence classi�cation tasks,
question answering tasks, and single sentence tagging tasks [5].
The COLIEE task 2 can be similar to a sentence pair classi�cation
task if we regard the entailed fragment and target paragraphs as
“sentences”. However, such straight-forward formalization is not

1https://tfhub.dev/
2https://github.com/google-research/bert
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Figure 2: Visualized sentence pair preparation

appropriate since the pre-trained BERT model was trained for se-
quences up to 512 words. It means there are cases that we have to
squeeze the fragments and paragraphs to that size, i.e. 512 words.
According to our analysis, there are 54 cases that exceed 512 words.
Instead of cutting the fragments and paragraphs, we break them
into sentences and formalize the task as a simple sentence pairs task.
In this new formalization, we �rstly split fragments and paragraphs
into sentences using NLTK [8] Punkt Sentence Tokenizer if there
is more than one sentence, and make sentence pairs with every
possible combination between sentences from entailed fragments
and sentences from target paragraphs. Figure 2 visualizes the way
of pairing. The BERT-based task 2 classi�er takes each sentence pair
and output whether the pair is in the relation of entailing. (Figure 3)

To estimate an entailing relation between paragraph pairs from
those of sentence pairs, we conduct the following post-processing.
Given a paragraph pair, we regard the pair as an entailing pair if
one or more sentence pairs across the paragraph pair are classi�ed
as “entailing.”

4 EXPERIMENTS
4.1 Dry run experiments and results

Table 2: Grid search space for SVM hyperparameters

Hyper params search space

C 1, 10, 100, 1,000
Kernels Linear, RBF, Polynomial, Sigmoid
Gamma* 0.001, 0.0001
Degree* 2, 3, 4

Encoders NLM, wiki500, wiki250, USE transformer,
USE DAN

⇤ If applicable
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Figure 3: The model �ow in COLIEE task 2 (the �gure is
based on and modi�ed from [5])

We leave 20 base case documents out from the provided “train”
data by the competition committee as a development set to tune
hyperparameters and to select the optimal way of encoding. The
remaining data is used as a training data set. Hyperparameter tun-
ing is conducted using the grid search algorithm. Table 2 shows
the search space. “NLM” stands for Neural Probabilistic Language
Model based encoder. “wiki500” and “wiki250” are encoders that
are based on W2V with di�erent output vector sizes. The encoders
output 500 and 250-dimensional vectors respectively. USE, univer-
sal sentence encoder has two implementations. “USE transformer”
is a transformer based encoder and “USE DAN” is a deep averaging
network based encoder.

As a result of tuning, we train SVM with the following parame-
ters, C = 10, a linear kernel, and the USE DAN encoder.

We conducted experiments on the training data set with the �ve-
fold cross validation to evaluate the performance of models. The
data set includes 5,049 target paragraphs in total. We used an SVM
model with tuned parameters and three BERT-based models with
three di�erent hyperparameter settings. Each BERT-based model al-
lows di�erent input sentence pair length (BERT-128, BERT-256 and
BERT-512 take respectively 128, 256, 512 words as input). Also, we
implemented an ensemble model BERT-vote using a simple voting
method that the model will decide the output based on a majority
prediction for each instance according to the three BERT-based
models. Table 3 shows the results of the experiment. As for the
BERT-based models, we report the results on sentence pairs based
evaluation in addition to the standard paragraph based evaluation
(results before merging) in Table 4. All BERT models show a sig-
ni�cantly better result than the SVM-baseline model. BERT-vote
was the best performing model among all model we implemented,
achieving F1 = 0.50 while SVM-baseline was at F1 = 0.22.

4.2 Post-hoc analysis on dry run
Table 5 is a confusion matrix of the result from BERT-vote. We
see that the model tends to produce more false positives than false

Table 3: Results on the training data set

Models Precision Recall F1

SVM-baseline 0.14 0.52 0.22
BERT-128 0.37 0.54 0.44
BERT-256 0.36 0.66 0.46
BERT-512 0.36 0.59 0.45
BERT-vote 0.41 0.65 0.50

Table 4: Results on the training data set (sentence pairs)

Models Precision Recall F1

BERT-128 0.43 0.12 0.18
BERT-256 0.41 0.14 0.21
BERT-512 0.42 0.12 0.19

Table 5: Confusion matrix for BERT-vote

Predicted labels
Positive Negative Total

True labels Positive 118 64 182
Negative 168 4, 699 4, 867
Total 286 4, 763 5, 049

negatives. Figure 4 shows a visualized comparison of predictions
among the models in the experiment. Each square box represents a
result of a prediction on each target paragraph. Blue square means
true negative and green square means true positive while yellow
square means false positive and red square means false negative.
The �gure includes only 51 cases of the provided “train” data and
does not show the true negatives by all �ve models.

In the overall training data set (5,049 instances), 568 instances are
correctly predicted by BERT-vote but not by SVM-baseline. On the
other hand, 123 instances are correctly classi�ed by SVM-baseline
but not by BERT-vote. Neither SVM-baseline nor BERT-vote could
correctly predict 109 instances, and we consider those instances
were hard cases.

Figure 5 and Figure 6 are hard case examples from Base case 21.
The true entailing paragraph is Paragraph 21, but all models failed
to detect Paragraph [21] as entailing. Instead, BERT-256, BERT-
vote, and BERT-512 predict Paragraph [18] and [19] as entailing.
Interestingly, Paragraph [18] shares the same sentence, which is
emphasized in boldface, with the entailed fragment of the Base case.
The sentence should have been a misleading clue for the model in
recognizing the entailment.

4.3 Formal run results
According to the results of the experiment on the training data set,
we submitted three models, BERT-256, BERT-512 and BERT-vote to
the formal run of COLIEE task 2. Those models are trained with all
instances of the provided “train” data. Table 6 shows the results of
the formal run. The best model was BERT-256 achieving F = 0.53.
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Figure 4: Visualized results of cross validation with training data (First 51 cases)

Table 6: Results of formal run

Models Precision Recall F1

BERT-256 0.40 0.80 0.53
BERT-512 0.38 0.69 0.49
BERT-vote 0.39 0.73 0.51

5 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed an SVM-based baseline model and four
BERT-based models and compared their performance on COLIEE

task 2. The SVM-based model adopted a linear kernel and inputs
by the universal sentence encoder. The BERT-based models were
pre-trained with the out-domain data (Wikipedia corpus and Book
corpus) and �ne-tuned with the COLIEE task 2 data. According to
our dry run experiments, the BERT models performed signi�cantly
better than the baseline model and the ensemble model was the
best among the four BERT-based models, achieving F = 0.50. The
score is signi�cantly improved from F = 0.26, which was the best
score in the last competition although the data set is di�erent. We
successfully �tted the model to the legal textual entailment task
by �ne-tuning without any feature engineering. This result shows
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Entailed fragment
Only where unreasonable omissions have been made, such as the failure
to investigate obviously crucial evidence, is judicial review warranted

Entailing paragraph (correct answer, 021.txt)
[21]With respect to judicial review of decisions of the Canadian Human
Rights Commission, Jerome, A.C.J., held in Lukian v. Canadian National
Railway Co. (1994), 80 F.T.R. 38 (T.D.):
“Generally, when Courts are called upon to review the exercise of an
administrative tribunal’s discretionary power, they will be reluctant to
interfere since tribunals, by virtue of their training, experience, knowl-
edge and expertise, are better suited than the judiciary to exercise those
powers. Provided the Commission’s decision is within the discretion
given to it, the Court will not interfere with the manner in which it was
exercised, unless it can be shown the discretion was exercised contrary
to law. What the law requires is the Commission to consider each indi-
vidual case before it, to act in good faith, to have regard to all relevant
considerations and not be swayed by irrelevant ones, and to refrain from
acting for a purpose contrary to the spirit of its enabling legislation or
in an arbitrary or capricious manner.”

Figure 5: Hard case sample correct answer (train-21)

the possibility of the �ne-tuning with large pre-trained language
models in the legal text entailment task. Although the BERT-based
models showed good results, there is room for further improvement.
We observed some cases where themodels recognized non-entailing
sentences as entailing due to the surface level matching. Introducing
the domain knowledge and the appropriate representation of legal
augmentations might remedy such errors. Furthermore, a separate
feature extractor and a bypassed network for the legal dedicated
knowledge could help to solve the problem.
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